Abstract. We study exponentiation in nonprime finite fields with very special exponents such as they occur, for example, in inversion, primitivity tests, and polynomial factorization. Our algorithmic approach improves the corresponding exponentiation problem from about quadratic to about linear time.
Introduction
Exponentiation in finite fields F q n has many applications, several cryptosystems among them, e.g., [12] and [14] . In those situations, one has arbitrary (or random) exponents. There is a substantial body of literature on this topic; see the references given in [23] . The fastest algorithms in F q n -for different basis representations of F q n -use O(n 2 loglog n log q) operations in F q ; see [17] . In this paper we deal with a different problem: very special exponents, e.g., repunits (q n − 1)/(q − 1) with all 1's in their q-ary representation. Such exponents occur in inversion and in primitivity tests, and we can employ our methods in polynomial factorization.
We start in Section 2 with a recapitulation of what we need about addition chains and a variant which is important for our problem: q-addition chains, where multiplication by some fixed integer q is free. We use this for exponentiation in extension fields of F q . Section 3 summarizes the basic algorithmic tool which is an adaption of Brauer's [6] method, namely a q-addition chain for the repunit e = (q n −1)/(q −1) with about log n non-q-steps, which is only logarithmic in the length n log q of generic numbers of the same magnitude. The known efficient algorithms for general exponentiation are reviewed in Section 4.
This approach improves the corresponding exponentiation problem from quadratic to about linear time. We discuss five applications: inversion in Section 5, primitivity testing in Section 7, and three tasks connected to polynomial factorization in Section 8; these last two sections use an exponentiation algorithm developed in Section 6. Experiments show that our method often yields better results than other well-known algorithms. For example, the number of multiplications to test an element F × 2 n for primitivity can be reduced to less than 50% on average (see Table 2 ) with addition chains for special exponents.
From a high-level point of view, we have the following picture for exponentiation in F q n . The number of operations are in the "O"-sense. Some of the algorithms assume an optimal normal basis as data structure, where a qth power in F q n is free, or a sparse irreducible polynomial with a constant number of terms.
An extended abstract of this paper has been published; see [24] .
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Addition chains
The standard reference on this topic is [39] , Section 4.6.
3. An addition chain is a sequence γ of pairs ((j(1), k(1)), . . . , (j(l), k(l))) of nonnegative integers with 0 ≤ k(i) ≤ j(i) < i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l. The number l of pairs is the length L(γ) of γ. The semantics of γ is the set S(γ) = {a 0 , . . . , a l } of integers such that a 0 = 1 and a i = a j(i) + a k(i) , for 1 ≤ i ≤ l. For our purpose we may assume 1 = a 0 < a 1 < · · · < a l , and we use this assumption tacitly throughout the paper.
We say that γ computes e if e ∈ S(γ).
The main purpose in life of an addition chain is to generate an exponentiation algorithm: if γ is an addition chain computing e as above, then for β ∈ F q n we can compute β e by computing β ai = β a j(i) · β a k(i) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l. In the literature it is common to identify the semantics with the addition chain itself. But different addition chains may have the same semantics. As remarked by Knuth [39] an addition chain γ corresponds in a natural way to a directed graph Γ. The set of nodes of Γ is just S(γ), and edges point from a j(i) and a k(i) to a i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l. If j(i) = k(i), then we call step i a doubling. If i − 1 = j(i) > k(i), then step i is a star step. A star chain consists only of doublings and star steps. Example 1. The graphs of two addition chains computing e = 22 are given below. Both have the same semantics S = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 11, 22}. The first one is ((0, 0), (1, 0) , (2, 1) , (3, 0) , (4, 3) , (5, 5) ). Both addition chains have = 6 steps. The First addition chain:
We let γ δ be the concatenation of γ and δ with values occurring twice being removed once and the result sequence being sorted. By γ q r with r ∈ N ≥1 we denote the q-addition chain ((j (1) 
Upper bounds. Let e, q ∈ N ≥1 with q ≥ 2 in what follows. The q-ary representation of e is (e) q = (e λ−1 , . . . , e 0 ) with e 0 , . . . , e λ−1 ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} uniquely determined such that 0≤i<λ e i q i = e, and length λ = λ q (e) = log q e + 1. The q-ary Hamming weight of e is ν q (e) = #{i : 0 ≤ i < λ, e i = 0} ≤ λ q (e).
A q-addition chain γ is called a star q-addition chain if there are only q-steps and star steps, so that j(i) = i − 1 for all i ≤ l. We write q (e) for the length of a shortest star q-addition chain for e and define q (1) = 0. Of course q (e) ≤ q (e) for all e ∈ N ≥1 . Knuth in [39] , Section 4.6.3, page 477, reports that sometimes inequality holds: 2 (12509) < 2 (12509). 
Lemma 5. Let γ be an addition chain with S(γ)
The case h = 1 is trivial, and for the induction step we have
For a star addition chain, the same induction works with "=" instead of "≤" since h − 1 = j(h) for 0 ≤ h ≤ l. Now assume that γ is not a star addition chain. Let 1 < h ≤ l be the smallest index of a nonstar step, so that
and γ| a h−1 is a star addition chain. Then
Proceeding as above, we also find strict inequality in (i) for γ.
In this paper, we will present various addition chains. Besides the notion of "computing" given above, we also say that we "compute" these chains, which are really algorithms to compute numbers. Thus we present algorithms that compute algorithms that compute numbers; maybe "compile" would be a better word for the former.
We consider the q r -ary representation of e with a parameter r ∈ N ≥1 . Brauer [6] gives the result below for q = 2. A more detailed result is proven in [18] ; see also [25] . We refer to the corresponding addition chain as Brauer's addition chain.
Theorem 6 (Brauer [6] ). Let q, e ∈ N ≥2 and s = λ q (e) ≥ 0. Then there exists a q-addition chain γ for e with
This yields
This result is obtained by choosing r near log q λ q (e)−2 log q log q λ q (e) in Brauer's method. In practice, it is probably best to take r as the closest integer to this value and then to modify the adjacent integers until one has a value r whose Brauer chain is shorter than those for r ± 1. In each case, the precomputed elements less than q r that are not needed should be discarded. Brauer's approach can be seen as a generalization of the well-known repeated squaring algorithm. Here only nonq-steps are used. We refer to this as the binary addition chain; it is a star addition chain. The length of a binary addition chain yields a well-known upper bound on the additive complexity of e: (e) ≤ (e) ≤ λ 2 (e) + ν 2 (e) − 2 ≤ 2 log 2 e .
A trivial lower bound is q (e) ≥ log q e. A. Schönhage [47] proved (e) ≥ log 2 e + log 2 ν 2 (e) − 2.13 (8) as a lower bound on the additive complexity for any e ∈ N ≥2 . Downey et al. [13] proved that the problem of deciding for a set of positive integers E = {e 1 , . . . , e m } and an integer L whether there exists an addition chain for E of length at most L is N P-complete. Knuth [39] , page 698, remarks: "It is unknown whether or not the problem of computing 2 (n) is N P-complete." In view of this, it does not seem to be a promising approach to try to calculate an addition chain of shortest length for E = {e}; rather we look for one with reasonably short length.
q-addition chains for repunits
Let q, n ∈ N ≥2 , and let e = (q n − 1)/(q − 1). The q-ary representation of e consists only of ones, and e is called a repunit ; see [2] . We can improve the result of Theorem 6 for repunits because of their special form. For an integer a, we let
indicates how to compose two q-addition chains for the right-hand sums with b many q-steps and one addition to get a chain for the left-hand sum. This reduces the problem of finding a q-addition chain for e to that of obtaining an (ordinary) addition chain for n. We get the following method for a repunit, which is in [6] for q = 2.
Algorithm 10 (q-addition chain for repunits). Input: Integers n, q ∈ N ≥2 and an addition chain ε = ((j(1), k (1)
(1) Set γ equal to the empty addition chain with S(γ) = {1}. 
Proof. Using induction along the algorithm, we see that γ initially computes 1 = (q a0 − 1)/(q − 1) = w a0 and computes w ai for all i ≤ L(ε), by (9) . In particular, the two values w a j(i) and w a k(i) used in step (2) of the algorithm are actually computed by the previous version of γ, and correctness is clear. We have A(γ) = L(ε) and also Q(γ) ≤ 1≤i≤L(ε) a k(i) . To show the lower bound on Q(γ), we prove by
Example 12. Let q = 2, let n = 22 and let ε be the first addition chain for 22 in Example 1. Algorithm 10 yields the following addition chain γ for e = 2 22 − 1. An edge from a j(i) to a i labeled with "·2 m " abbreviates the intermediate doublings The number Q(γ) of q-steps is not necessarily equal to 0≤i≤L(ε) a k(i) . An example is given by the second addition chain for 22 in Example 1. Here 1≤i≤6 a k(i) = 23 but the addition chain γ for (
The computation of w 6 = w 3 · q 3 + w 3 can profit from the previous computation of w 5 = w 3 · q 2 + w 2 since the element w 3 · q 2 is already in γ. Thus only one further q-step has to be performed for its first summand. For a star addition chain, equality always holds by Lemma 5.
, and let ε be a star addition chain for n. Then the q-addition chain γ for e uses L(ε) additions and n − 1 many q-steps. In particular,
The case q = 2 was proven by Brauer [6] :
Scholz [45] and Brauer [6] conjectured that 2 (2 n − 1) ≤ 2 (n) + n − 1. This ScholzBrauer conjecture is the most prominent open problem in the theory of addition chains. Corollary 13 means that we can compute e = (q n − 1)/(q − 1) using only O(log n) non-q-steps instead of O(n/ log n) with Brauer's addition chain (Theorem 6) . This is an exponential improvement on the number of non-q-steps. Applied to ordinary addition chains, that is, 2-addition chains, it says that there always exist reasonably short chains almost all of whose operations are doublings.
Corollary 14.
Let n ∈ N, q = 2, and e = 2 n − 1. Then Algorithm 10 computes an addition chain for e which is at most log 2 log 2 (e+1) +2.13 longer than Schönhage's lower bound (8) .
Proof. We have ν 2 (e) = n, and log 2 e < n.
Hence for the length L(γ) = 2 (n) + n − 1 of the addition chain γ from Algorithm 10 this yields
= ν 2 (n) + 1.13 ≤ λ 2 (n) + 1.13 = log 2 log 2 (e + 1) + 2.13. Downey et al. [13] show that if for computing 2 n − 1, one insists on doing the doubling steps first, so that 2, 2 2 , 2 3 , . . . , 2 n−1 are computed, then one has to use √ n further steps rather than just O(log n).
Addition chains with weighted length
Starting in this section, we will see applications where q-steps are much cheaper than other steps when applied to the exponentiation problem. In order to model this, we consider as our cost measure the weighted length
The unweighted (usual) length equals L (1, 1) . Let q be a prime power. We can regard F q n as a vector space of dimension n over F q , and we consider two types of bases, which illustrate the use of this measure.
Let f ∈ F q [x] be an irreducible polynomial of degree n. Then we have
i mod f with 0 ≤ i < n form a basis, and any element of F q n can be represented by a polynomial of degree at most n − 1. Within this polynomial basis representation we use fast polynomial arithmetic. We call a function
of degree less than n can be multiplied using at most M(n) operations in F q . Classical polynomial multiplication yields M(n) ≤ 2n 2 . We can take M(n) ∈ O(n log n loglog n) according to Schönhage and Strassen [49] and Schönhage [48] . Counting the operations in F q , we should thus use c A = M(n) and
Another representation of F q n uses a normal basis N = (α 0 , . . . , α n−1 ) with
0 for 1 ≤ i < n; surveys on this topic can be found for example in [36] and [41] . Then α 0 ∈ F q n is called a normal element over F q . Let β ∈ F q n be given in this normal basis representation
with index arithmetic modulo n. Hence raising to the qth power is just a cyclic shift of the coefficients and is therefore essentially free in this representation. We model this by setting c Q = 0 for a normal basis representation.
Experiments in [23] show that multiplication for an arbitrary normal basis representation in F 2 n is significantly slower than for a polynomial basis representation if implemented in software. But Gao et al. [17] provide a way to connect fast multiplication (using the polynomial basis representation in a larger ring) and free raising to the qth power in F q n (using normal basis representation). Their idea is based on a special normal basis for F q n generated by Gauß periods.
Definition 15.
Let n, k ∈ N ≥1 be such that r = nk + 1 is prime. Let K ⊆ Z × r be the unique subgroup of Z × r of order k, and let ξ be a primitive rth root of unity in
A Gauß period of type (n, k) generates a normal basis of F q n over F q if and only if gcd(e, n) = 1, where e is the index of q modulo r; see [16] , [53] , and [17] . (Gao et al. [17] ). Let α ∈ F q n be a normal Gauß period of type (n, k). Then two elements in F q n given in the normal basis representation generated by α can be multiplied with M(kn) + 2kn − 1 operations in F q .
Fact 16
We can model this situation by setting
If γ is a q-addition chain for e < q n , then the weighted length L (M(kn)+2kn−1,0) (γ) counts the number of operations in F q for calculating β e ∈ F q n for given β ∈ F q .
Inversion in F q n
We use addition chains for repunits and combine them with normal bases generated by Gauß periods. With these tools we compute the inverse of an element in F × q n in the same asymptotic time as via the Extended Euclidean Algorithm (EEA). Our experimental running times for q = 2 are, in favorable circumstances, about 72% of that of the EEA (for example, for n = 51282).
This approach via an addition chain for n can also be found in the papers of Wang et al. [52] , Itoh and Tsujii [35] , Asano et al. [1] , and Xu [54] . In all papers, preselected addition chains are used to compute n − 1. Itoh and Tsujii [35] employ the binary addition chain; a recursive version can be found in Itoh and Tsujii [34] . In a later paper, Asano et al. [1] use a variant of the factor method ; see [39] , [38] , for a presentation of the factor method. Our approach allows an arbitrary star addition chain for n as an input, giving an average speed-up of about 1.13 for the fields F 2 n displayed in Figure 1 .
Inversion using Fermat. Fermat's Little Theorem says that
We use the methods of Section 3 to obtain a q-addition chain for q n − 2.
Algorithm 19 (q-addition chain for q n − 2). Input: n, q ∈ N ≥2 , an addition chain ε for n − 1, and an addition chain δ for q − 2. Output: A q-addition chain γ for q n − 2.
(1) Set γ ← δ ⊕ 1.
(2) Compute a q-addition chain η for e = (q n−1 − 1)/(q − 1) using Algorithm 10 with input n − 1, q, and ε.
Lemma 20. Let ε be a star addition chain. Then Algorithm 19 computes a q-
Proof. The correctness of Algorithm 19 follows directly from (18) . If q > 2, then we have L(δ) + 2 additions in steps (1) and (3) of the algorithm (since a chain for q − 2 < q has no q-step) and one q-step. According to Theorem 11 for a star addition chain ε, the q-addition chain η for e contains L(ε) additions and (n − 1) − 1 many q-steps.
For q = 2, step (1) can be skipped.
Step (3) contains only one doubling because q − 2 = 0. Therefore we have L(ε) additions and n − 2 + 1 = n − 1 doublings. If we use Brauer's addition chain (Theorem 6), we have
and
Combining this with Fact 16, we get the following result.
Corollary 23. If we have a normal basis of type (n, k) for F q n as in Fact 16, then we may use (17) and can invert in F
For small k (we choose k ∈ {1, 2} for our experiments) we get O(M(n) log n) if q is much smaller than n. Gauß periods of type (n, 1) or (n, 2) do not exist for all q and n, but they seem to exist for a reasonably dense set of values of n, e.g., for 23% of all n ≤ 1200 if q = 2; see [42] . The percentage of fields F q n for which optimal normal bases do exist for some small primes q and n < 10000 is given below.
Percentage of fields F q n with n ≤ 10000 for which there exists an optimal normal basis over See [28] for general results concerning the density of Gauß periods. Feisel et al. [15] have extended the notion of Gauß periods, and von zur Gathen and Nöcker [26] provide fast algorithms also for this generalization.
Inversion using the Extended Euclidean Algorithm. Let F q n be given by a polynomial basis representation F q [x]/(f ) with f irreducible and of degree n. The canonical representative of β ∈ F q n is the unique polynomial g ∈ F q [x] of degree less than n such that (g mod f ) = β. Gao et al. [17] have shown how to combine the fast Extended Euclidean Algorithm with normal bases.
Fact 25 (Gao et al. [17] ). The inverse of an element of F × q n given in a normal basis representation generated by a Gauß period of type (n, k) can be calculated with O(M(kn) log (kn)) operations in F q .
Therefore all three ways to compute the inverse of an element in F q n use O(M(n) log n) operations in F q , provided we have a Gauß period of type (n, k) with small k. Since the theory cannot distinguish between their costs, we revert to experiment.
Experimental results.
We have implemented all three inversion algorithms on a LINUX-PC with two pentium II-processors, rated at 500 MHz. The software is written in C++. The coefficient lists of both the polynomial and the normal basis representation are represented as arrays of 32-bit unsigned integers, and 32 consecutive coefficients are packed into one machine word. For polynomial arithmetic we use the C++-library BiPolAr that is described in [19] , [21] ; see also [20] , Section 9, and [5] for the factorization of a polynomial with degree more than one million. This library offers fast polynomial arithmetic over F 2 including several algorithms for polynomial multiplication over F 2 : the classical method, the algorithm of Karatsuba in [37] , and the method introduced by Cantor [10] . We only deal with field extensions of F 2 of degree n for which a so-called optimal normal basis exists, that is, a normal Gauß period of type (n, k) with k ∈ {1, 2}, and we show the results in Figures 1 and 2 . In the first of these, we have small degrees n ≈ 200i for 1 ≤ i ≤ 50, and in the second one, some large degrees. Each figure displays the timings for four algorithms, averaged over 100 random inputs. In the first three, the extension F 2 n of F 2 is represented by a normal Gauß period, and in the last one, by a polynomial basis. The algorithms for inversion are Fermat's formula for the first two, with the binary and an optimal addition chain, respectively. The optimal chains come from Knuth's [39] power tree. For the last two inversion methods, we use Euclid's algorithm.
With a normal Gauß period, the multiplication cost depends (essentially linearly) on the parameter k, as stated in Fact 16. This is clearly visible in the figures as the two curves for one algorithm, one corresponding to k = 1 and the other to k = 2.
In Figure 2 , we have chosen pairs of values for n which are close to each other and where there exist Gauß periods with k = 1 for one value and with k = 2 for the other value.
In a polynomial basis of F 2 n , modulo a random irreducible polynomial, an inverse is computed by the Extended Euclidean Algorithm (labelled polynomial: Euclid ). In contrast to the normal basis representation (labelled normal Gauß periods: Euclid ), the problem size depends no longer on a blow-up factor k, and the times are close to the EEA for normal Gauß periods of type (n, 1). At n = 61 716, the latter takes less than 80% of the time of the polynomial Euclidean algorithm. The upshot of our experiments is: for small degrees, polynomial Euclid is best, and for large degrees, say over 16000, Fermat with Gauß periods of type (n, 1) is fastest (if such a period exists).
Addition chains for special sets
In this section, we describe an efficient method for exponents which divide q n −1. This will be applied to primitivity testing in F q n in the next section.
Addition chains for (q n − 1)/t. Let n, q, t ∈ N ≥1 with t > 1 dividing q n − 1. Then e = (q n − 1)/t ∈ N ≥1 and (e) q has a regular structure. To see why, we consider the q-ary representation of 1/t = i≤−1 t i q i with 0 ≤ t i < q for all i.
(1/t) q is called periodic if there exist v, w ∈ N ≥0 with t −(w+j) = t −j for all j ≥ v, and the minimal such w is the length of the period. The sequence t −1 , . . . , t −v , for minimal v, is called the preperiod of length v. Because t divides q n − 1, we have gcd(t, q) = 1. The following lemma determines the length of the period; see [30] , article 313, or [31] , Satz 5.
Lemma 26. Let t, q ∈ N ≥1
with gcd(t, q) = 1. Then w = ord t (q) = min{j ∈ N >0 : q j ≡ 1 mod t} is the length of the period of (1/t) q , and w divides n. The preperiod has length zero.
Let s be the period of (1/t) q with length λ q (s) = w = ord t (q), and 1/t = We call such integers q w -ary repdigits in what follows. Now we derive q-addition chains for repdigits from q-addition chains for repunits.
Algorithm 27 (q-addition chain for repdigits). Input: n, q, w, t ∈ N ≥1 with q ≥ 2, w dividing n, and t dividing q w − 1, an addition chain γ for n/w, and a q-addition chain δ for s = (q w − 1)/t. Output: A q-addition chain ε for e = (q n − 1)/t.
(1) Using Algorithm 10 with input n/w, q w , and γ, compute a q w -addition chain η for e/s = (q w·n/w − 1)/(q w − 1) = 0≤i<n/w q wi . (2) Transform η into a q-addition chain η by substituting w single q-steps for each q w -step. The last claim follows by choosing optimal chains γ and δ.
This method is useful when t is small; then also w and s are fairly small. ).
The addition chain for s has length 0. Thus we can compute an eth power of an element in F × 2 22 (or in any ring) with 2 (11) = 5 multiplications, using the first addition chain of Example 1 restricted to 11, plus (11 − 1) · 2 = 20 squarings.
Exponent sets. Let E ⊂ N >1 be a finite set. A q-addition chain ε computes E if E ⊆ S(ε). This is a natural generalization of the previous definition for E = {e}.
We set q (E) = min{L(ε): ε computes E}, and then we have
We can modify the algorithm used for Theorem 6 to compute a q-addition chain ε for E. We precompute {1, . . . , q r − 1} once, using q r−1 − 1 many q-steps and q r − q r−1 − 1 further steps. The number of steps left for each element e ∈ E is ν q r (e) − 1 additions and at most r · (λ q r (e) − 1) ≤ λ q (e) many q-steps. Setting d = #E, ν = max{ν q r (e): e ∈ E}, and m = max E, we get the following bounds on the cost:
Yao [55] gives a better upper bound for q = 2. Further results on this problem are in [43] and [8] ; [32] gives an overview. We can adapt this result to q-addition chains.
Fact 30 (Yao [55] ). Let q ∈ N ≥2 , E ⊂ N ≥1 be finite, m = max E, and d = #E. Then there exists a q-addition chain ε for E with at most e∈E λq (e) log q λq(e) (1+o (1) (1)) additions and at most λ q (m) many q-steps. A good systematic way we have for computing a set E is to take separate Brauer chains for each e ∈ E, with the same value of r, and to remove doubles.
Testing primitivity in F
We use the periodic form of the q-ary representation of (q n − 1)/p to apply our short addition chains for repdigits to the problem of testing for primitivity. In our experiments we compare these chains with the general addition chain algorithm of Brauer (Theorem 6). This method reduces the number of multiplications by a factor up to 7.96 (for n = 841). Using a normal basis generated by Gauß periods this speeds up the running time in the same manner. On average our addition chains contain about half as many multiplications as the general chains (Table 2) .
A test for primitivity. When one wants to find a primitive element by choosing random elements and testing them for primitivity, one expects to need about (q n − 1)/ϕ(q n − 1) choices, where ϕ is Euler's totient function. If this number is fairly large-which happens when q n − 1 has many different small prime factorsit may pay to invest in designing a good addition chain for this computation. The order ord
q n is a divisor of q n − 1, and β is primitive if and only if ord F q n (β) = q n − 1.
Thus β is primitive if and only if β (q n −1)/p = 1 for all primes p dividing q n − 1. See [22] for the average order in F × q n and [7] for computing large primitive trinomials over F 2 .
The corresponding algorithm requires the set P of all prime factors of q n − 1 as input. This is the true bottleneck for any primitivity-testing algorithm known so far. Finding P is difficult for moderate n and practically impossible for huge n. For 2 ≤ q ≤ 12, tables of factorizations of q n − 1 are published by the Cunningham Project serviced by Paul Leyland (see the information on ftp://sable.ox.ac.uk/pub/math/ cunningham/); a historical overview of this project is given in [9] . We use these tables for our experimental results below. It is well known that the number ω(k) of prime divisors of k is at most ln k/ lnln k (and roughly this large if k is the product of the first primes), and lnln x + Table 2 for k = 2 n − 1 are somewhat higher than lnln k + B 1 . We connect Theorem 28 and Fact 30 to compute a q-addition chain for the set E = {(q n − 1)/p : p ∈ P}, where P is the set of prime divisors of q n − 1. The idea is as follows: For each p ∈ P we set w(p) = ord p (q), s(p) = (q w(p) − 1)/p, and e(p) = (q n − 1)/p. We start in a first step by generating a q-addition chain δ for the set S = {s(p): p ∈ P} using the algorithm behind Fact 30. This δ has at most
where m = max S. Furthermore we assume that for each p ∈ P we have a star addition chain γ(p) computing n/w(p). In the second step we apply for every p ∈ P Algorithm 27 to the input that consists of the integers n, q, w(p), p and the addition chains γ(p) for n/w(p) and δ(p) = δ| s(p) for s(p). Let the resulting q-addition chain computing e(p) = (q n − 1)/p be ε(p). This chain has at most
by Theorem 28. Then the q-addition chain computing E is the concatenation ε =
Corollary 31. Let n, q ∈ N ≥2 , let P be the set of prime divisors of q n − 1, let E = {(q n − 1)/p : p ∈ P}, d = #P, and let δ be a q-addition chain computing {(q w − 1)/p : w = ord p (q), p ∈ P}. Then there exists a q-addition chain ε for E with
Examples are given below.
Corollary 32. Let n, q ∈ N ≥2 , let P be the set of prime divisors of q n − 1 as above, let d = #P, and let s = max{(q ordp(q) − 1)/p : p ∈ P}. We can test an element β ∈ F q n for primitivity using at most
multiplications in F q n , plus log q s + dn many qth powers.
Proof. The proof follows from Corollary 31. We set w(p) = ord p (q) for all p ∈ P and S = {(q
We can estimate 2 (n/w(p)) ≤ λ 2 (n/w(p)) + ν 2 (n/w(p)) − 2 ≤ 2 log 2 n with (7), since the binary addition chain is a star addition chain. Inserting this and the estimates on A(δ) and Q(δ) yields
Example 33. Let q = 2 and n = 22. Hence we only have to find a 2-addition chain for S = {1, 23, 89, 6141} and addition chains for 11 and 2.
(i) A 2-addition chain γ for S can be generated with Brauer addition chains (Theorem 6) for each element of S, using r = 4, and then merging them. The choice for the parameter r is usually determined by the largest element of S. 1, 2 , 3, 5, 8, 11, 22 , 23  1, 2 , 3, 5, 8, 11, 22  44 , 88 , 89  1, 2 , 3, 5, 8, 11, 22 , 23, 31 46 , 92 , 184 , 368 , 736 , 767, 1534 , 3068 , 6136 , 6141
This 2-addition chain γ contains A(γ) = 9 additions, Q(γ) = 12 doublings (written in italics) and a total length of L(γ) = 21.
For various values of r, we find the following cost: r 1 2 3 4 5 A 11 9 10 9 9 Q 14 12 14 12 12
(ii) An addition chain δ 1 for 11 of length 5 is given by the left graph, and the addition chain δ 2 for 2 has length 1 (right graph): The resulting addition chain contains A(η) = 20 additions and Q(η) = 50 doublings.
Here our special addition chain reduces the number of (expensive) nondoublings by 15%. On the other hand, the number of (cheap) doublings is expanded by 8%. We note that our chain in (iii) is not a handcrafted optimization, but it is obtained by the concatenation of systematic procedures.
Experiments. We report on our computation of the cost for various primitivity tests in F 2 n for some values of n with 2 ≤ n ≤ 948. For 848 of these values the set P n of all prime factors of 2 n − 1 is known; for 99 values the factorization is not complete. These factorizations can be found in the Cunningham tables. We counted the number of squarings (Q ) and of multiplications (A) in F 2 n . Table  1 gives the results for 725 ≤ n ≤ 750; these are reasonably representative. The number of prime factors is d = #P n . We proceeded as illustrated in Example 33 and compared our approach with general addition chains that ignore the special structure of the exponents. Namely, we first created both binary and Brauer addition chains (Theorem 6) for each (2 n − 1)/p for p ∈ P n , and we merged them (see columns 3 to 6 of Table 1 , labelled general addition chains).
For the second set of results we applied our approach as described by Algorithm 27. We separated each exponent e = (2 n − 1)/p into a regular part e/s and a repeated part s as described in Algorithm 27. We applied Algorithm 10 to the regular part e/s to profit from the regular structure of the exponents. As illustrated in Example 33, we additionally have to create an addition chain for the set S = {(2 ordp(q) − 1)/p : p ∈ P}. For each element of S we computed the binary addition chain and Brauer's addition chain; see Theorem 6. For both algorithms we merged the single chains to create a chain for S. The labels binary and Brauer in columns 7-10 of Table 1 indicate which addition chain has been used to generate S. If 2 n − 1 is a Mersenne prime, no computation is necessary because every element of F × 2 n except 1 is primitive. If the factorization for the integer 2 n − 1 is not known-this is the case for n = 727 which is marked by "-" in the corresponding row in Table  1 -then no computation is done either. In the last column, u is the quotient of the number of multiplications for Brauer's addition chain without and with Algorithm 27 (columns 5 and 9 in Table 1 ). Thus u = 865/350 ≈ 2.5 in the first row. In a representation of F 2 n where squarings are essentially for free, u represents the improvement of special over general addition chains. The average timings in Table 2 give a statistical précis of our experiments. We have divided the values of n into groups of about 50 each. The values given are the arithmetic mean over all factored values of the interval (column 1).
These averages show a somewhat superlinear increase with the field degree n, but the close-up look of Table 1 reveals a rather large variation, correlated with the number d of prime factors of 2 n − 1. Figure 3 describes the gain factor (called u in Table 1 ) of our method over general chains in dependence on d. We observe a tendency towards higher improvement rates as d increases. The average gain in our method is large when there are many prime factors p of 2 n − 1 with small ord p (2); this usually corresponds to small p and to large d = ω(2 n − 1). 
Polynomial factorization
In many algorithms for factoring a polynomial f ∈ F q [x], exponentiation modulo f accounts for the bulk of the computing time. We now apply our addition chain technology to three particular subproblems: equal-degree factorization, trace computation, and irreducibility testing. There does not seem to be any fancy data structure like normal bases available, and so we will only gain a constant factor in the cost. See [27] for a survey and Chapter 14 of [20] for the algorithms.
In equal-degree factorization, we know that f is a product of distinct irreducible factors of degree d. In the algorithm of [11] for odd q, the most costly part is computing a (q d − 1)/2th power of a polynomial modulo f . The binary addition chain takes at most 2d log 2 q multiplications modulo f . Brauer's method turns the factor 2 into 1+o(1), and Algorithm 27 yields the same cost, possibly with a simpler algorithm. The cost of the algorithm is l additions and 2l modular compositions. The cost of the latter is discussed in Fact 5.1 of [29] ; this gives our estimate.
Even better bounds are given in the cited paper, based on fast matrix multiplication. Of course, our algorithm gives no asymptotic improvement, but at best the factor of at most 2 corresponding to the length ratio between the binary addition chain (which, when used for γ, essentially gives the older algorithm) and shorter chains. Also, the presentation of our algorithm is somewhat simpler.
A further application of our methodology is to Rabin's [44] irreducibility test. The bottleneck there is to compute x q n/t modulo f for t = 1 and each prime divisor t of n. We can now take an addition chain γ for this set of exponents (Section 6) and run Algorithm 36 using γ as part of the input.
Conclusion
We have presented addition chains for e ∈ N ≥1 that benefit from a given regularity of the q-ary representation of e. A basic tool is the generalization of addition chains to q-addition chains. For several applications of addition chains we have to take into account the properties of different representations of finite fields, which lead to different cost measures for q-steps and additions in our q-addition chains. We have applied these ideas for addition chains to five computational problems in finite fields: inversion, primitivity testing, and three tasks connected to polynomial factorization.
